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Citibank executive declares "we have to win this war" because there is such desire to
"mobilize private capital" in Ukraine
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Commerce Secretary Gina Raimondo: "We have to be in this today, tomorrow, two years,
three years... we're in this for the long run." Including "reconstruction," which will be "a
decade in the making." But thankfully, she says, this effort will be a "public-private
partnership"
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Blackrock "senior advisor" says while it's a big challenge, he's optimistic about enabling
Ukraine's ability to "Build Back Better"
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Deputy Governor of the National Bank of Ukraine tells US Chamber of Commerce rep
that Ukraine is ready to "Build Back Better" to create a business environment that is
"friendly to private investment"
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Head of an obscure US government agency called the International Development
Finance Corporation vows to continue "unlocking private finance" in Ukraine, including by
providing insurance to US firms whose investments could be subject to "expropriation" or
"political violence"
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IBM executive expresses hope that "Building Back Better" would mean more
opportunities to sell to "privately-owned banks," including big American banks, rather
than just government entities, which had been most of IBM's clientele in Ukraine before
the war
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Congratulations to Jake Sullivan, Krysten Sinema, Peter
Thiel, Jens Stoltenberg, Eric Schmidt, William Burns, Anne
Applebaum, Chrystia Freeland, Michael Gove, the King of
the Netherlands, and of course Henry Kissinger on what's
no doubt been another successful Bilderberg weekend

APR. 4, 2023

Michael Tracey 

And I’m proud to be an American Where at least I know
I’m free
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